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CWNP add two new members to its CWNE Board of Advisors
DURHAM, NC – February 1, 2017 – Certified Wireless Network Professional (CWNP®) announces
Seppi Dittli and James Garringer as the newest members of its CWNE Advisory Board.
The board serves a vital function for CWNP, reviewing applications of those individuals seeking to
earn a Certified Wireless Network Expert (CWNE) designation — one of the most advanced
certifications in the wireless industry today. Moreover, as members of the six-person board, Dittli and
Garringer will bring fresh insight and ideas to a growing collective of more than 200 CWNEs
worldwide
“Their combined experience and accomplishments really elevate the profile of the CWNE Advisory
Board as well as the CWNP brand as a whole,” says CWNP GM, Rameshwar Nigam.
Seppi Dittli works as consulting systems engineer for Cisco Meraki in Switzerland as well as
Austria. After completing his studies in electronic and electric engineering, he joined Cisco in 1999 as
systems engineer in the Service Provider Market. CWNE-certified himself, Dittli has broad
networking knowledge, particularly in mobility solutions, and brings close to twenty years of handson experience to the CWNP Advisory Board.
Mr. Garringer is a senior consulting engineer specializing in Wi-Fi and networking for customers in
education, healthcare and enterprise markets throughout the United States. He too is a Certified
Wireless Networking Expert and in addition to serving on the CWNE Advisory Board, also serves on
the global WLAN Advisory Board.
“It’s an honor to serve alongside these two wireless giants,” says fellow board member, Martin
Ericson, “I am grateful for their commitment and leadership and look forward to working them to help
guide the next generation of CWNEs.”
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ABOUT CERTIFIED WIRELESS NETWORK PROFESSIONAL (CWNP):
CWNP® is the recognized industry standard for enterprise Wi-Fi certification and training. Its
certifications cover the full range of technologies underlying all enterprise WLAN products. CWNP offers
four levels of enterprise Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) certification and prepares IT
professionals to specify, design and manage wireless LAN systems regardless of the vendor solution
utilized. CWNP has customers in more than 150 countries and authorized training partners in all major
global theaters. For more information about CWNP, visit http://www.cwnp.com/.
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